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Seat, Skoda, Volkswagen

FSK 6368HD
Continuing deterioration in road surfaces and the further introduction of speed 
calming devices has resulted in increased loads placed on steering and suspension 
components. 

The front lower wishbone rear bush as �tted to certain VAG models such as

seem to su�er quite badly from premature wear associated with adverse operating 
conditions. 

First Line has introduced a heavy duty version of FSK 6368 which should
prolong service life and also improve wishbone location.

Enhanced steering feel and reduced brake and bump steer are additional bene�ts 
of �tting FSK 6368HD.    
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Continuing deterioration in road  surfaces and the further in troduction of speed calming 
devices has resulted in increased loads pl aced on steering and suspension components.

The front lower wishbone rear bush as  �tted to certain VAG models such as

Seat Cordoba III (200 2-)         

Seat Ibiza IV (2002-08 )          

Skoda Fabia (2000-07)            

Skoda Fabia (2007-)              

Skoda Roomster  5J (2006-)        

Volkswagen Fox  5Z1 series (2005-)

Volkswagen Polo IV  9N (2002-) 

seem to su�er quite badly from  premature wear associated wi th adverse oper ating conditions.

First Line has introduced a he avy duty version of FSK 6368 whi ch should prolong service life 
and also improve wishbone location.

Enhanced steering feel and redu ced brake and bump s teer are additional be ne�ts of �tting 
FSK 6368HD.  

FSK 6368 - with plastic body FSK 6368HD - with metal body

Seat Cordoba III (2002-)
Seat Ibiza IV (2002-08)
Skoda Fabia (2000-07)
Skoda Fabia (2007-)
Skoda Roomster  5J (2006-)
Volkswagen Fox  5Z1 series (2005-)
Volkswagen Polo IV  9N (2002-) 
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